Iten™

Variable vertical masking panels and Tela™ 80 material allow for full enjoyment
when viewing and listening to movies in super widescreen formats.
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Constant image height with variable
vertical masking to mask from 2.40:1
to 1.33:1 and anything in between
Electronically controlled side masking panels
interoperable with almost any home automation
system

Available with Tela 80 material for enhanced
acoustical transparency
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Iten
The Iten™ is a constant height, variable masking screen featuring
a native 2.40:1 image area that delivers a more immersive
experience when viewing super widescreen format content. Iten’s
vertical masking panels simultaneously glide in from the left and
right sides to properly mask 2.40:1, 1.85:1, 1.78:1, and 1.33:1
aspect ratios.
The Iten variable masking system is optimized for acoustical
transparency that is ideal for audiophiles and other discerning
clientele. It comes with Tela 80, Stewart’s woven acoustically
transparent fabric that is engineered for both visual fidelity and
acoustical integrity and features acoustically transparent masking
panels as part of the standard offering.

Vertical panels glide inward from both left and right side to mask image.

Stewart’s exclusive VeLux™ black velvet appliqué gives Iten’s
fixed frame configuration a sophisticated look and feel. This
specialized frame finish, unique to Stewart Filmscreen, absorbs
possible over-scan while boosting perceived contrast and
enhancing the system’s visual appeal. The standard black backing
on the Tela 80 material is opaque, stopping any light reflection that
stems from behind the Iten screen system.
SPECIFICATIONS
Aluminum extrusion framing system
Electronically controlled vertical masking panels
Specialized lace and grommet
VeLux™ appliqué border
Acoustically transparent masking panels

Included
Included
Included
Included
Included

MATERIAL
Front projection material - Tela 80

Included

MOUNTING
Wall

Aperture

Included
Optional

MASKING MOTOR
120 Volt
220 Volt

Included
Optional

MASKING CONTROL
ILT interface

Included

FRAME OUTER DIMENSIONS
Frame height
Frame width

Image Height + 14” (356 mm)
Image Width + 18” (458 mm)

For custom sizes, please consult your local Stewart representative.
Find your local representative at www.stewartfilmscreen.com
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